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I. INTRODUCTION

Technology has pervasively altered how people consume goods and services, creating niches for novel market actors. The entertainment and music industries have not been immune from these ongoing, dramatic changes.1 From the proliferation of electronic music genres like dubstep to the rapid growth of interactive virtual concerts during the COVID-19 pandemic,
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technology continues to rapidly transform the contours of—and practices within—the music industry.2

Relatedly, the rise of digital streaming services has fundamentally altered music consumption. Beyond aesthetic concerns and the ears of the most opinionated listener,3 non-digital phonorecords4 have decreased in popularity for most consumers.5 Indeed, this transition, characterized as the departure from a “sales model” and the embrace of an “access model,” has been characterized by updates to the Copyright Act of 1976 (the “Act”),6 and the emergence of new markets in the music industry. Technology giants like Spotify and Apple Music have garnered prominence by providing consumers with access to online and downloadable forms of songs. Consistent with the constitutional roots and statutory doctrine of copyright,7 musicians can easily share their work through such platforms, and many consumers can access the recordings for a nominal cost.

However, not all have warmly received these services. Since inception, digital streaming services have been mired in legal challenges; such issues often originate with highly-publicized disputes between music publishers or artists critical of a service’s business practices.8 For instance, vocal critics, including Thom Yorke of Radiohead, have declined to license some of their

---

4 17 U.S.C. § 101 (2010) (defining phonorecords as "material objects in which sounds . . . are fixed . . . and from which sounds can be perceived, reproduced, and otherwise communicated").
6 See generally ROSS & HUPPE, supra note 5; Congress passed the Music Modernization Act (the “MMA”) in 2018. The MMA, amongst other things, amended the Act with regard to the administration of mechanical licenses for digital streaming services; this included creating a new non-profit organization to administer these licenses. See About the MLC, THE MLC, https://www.themlc.com/our-story [https://perma.cc/5QQR-PVPH].
music to Spotify over disputes concerning royalties.\(^9\) Despite these rampant—and perhaps well-founded—critiques,\(^10\) digital streaming services are an important social fixture in music. Indeed, the establishment of the Mechanical Licensing Collective (the “MLC”) reflects the contemporary salience of digital streaming services to the music industry. To understand the various complexities and legal implications of digital streaming services, it is prudent to understand the underlying technologies they employ.

II. THE TECHNOLOGY OF DIGITAL MUSIC STREAMING SERVICES

Since the development of Napster in the late 1990s, digital music downloads have served as viable alternatives to traditional phonorecords like cassette tapes and compact discs (CDs).\(^11\) Digital music technology continued along a steep developmental trajectory through social outlets and services such as Myspace, culminating in current platforms like Spotify, SoundCloud, and Apple Music.\(^12\) Though the user interface and technological nuances have since advanced, some of the principles underlying digital music sharing have remained relatively consonant with the groundwork provided by Napster.\(^13\) This section discusses key technological mechanisms orchestrated within digital streaming services.

---


A. Uploading Music and Audio Files to a Streaming Service Server

Before digital music streaming services can provide users with access to a requested sound recording, the particular song must be on their servers. This begins with an author—for instance, a musician. As a musician records vocals or instrumentation with producers, the track is collected as an amalgamation of high-quality analog or digital waveforms (i.e., sound waves).\(^{14}\) Thereafter, for non-digital phonorecords, the track could be mixed and transferred to a physical medium, retaining a high quality audio recording.\(^{15}\)

However, audio must be digitized and compressed to get to a digital streaming service’s servers. This procedure makes recordings more accessible and easier to manipulate, but it can negatively impact audio quality.\(^{16}\) The digitization process requires a program to convert analog sound waves from their source (i.e., an electric guitar) into binary bits, which are then consolidated in an audio coding format—an MP3 or WAV, for example.\(^{17}\) Once stored in a digitized form, the song can be edited by sound engineers, transmitted to a streaming service’s servers, or converted back to analog for a producer’s listening pleasure.

This audio file transmission process, upon completion of the final sonic product, has developed into a novel intermediate market in the music industry.\(^{18}\) A musician can either independently send their digitized music to each streaming platform, or they can send their files to digital music distributors that will subsequently send the song to all major streaming platforms for an annual fee. For convenience and efficiency, many artists now opt for the latter approach.\(^{19}\)


\(^{17}\) Burg et al., supra note 14 at § 5.1.2.


B. Streaming Music and Audio Files from General Digital Streaming Services

Before the mass market proliferation of digital streaming services, consumers had to maintain audio files on a hard drive to listen to music stored on their computer.\(^\text{20}\) However, streaming services have obviated that formerly imperative technology; users can now listen without actively or permanently downloading a copy of the audio file on their computer.\(^\text{21}\) Digital streaming services accomplish this through a fairly straightforward procedure.

First, a consumer or subscriber requests to listen to a song through a “player” provided by the digital streaming service; this may be a webpage (e.g., Soundcloud or Bandcamp), or a downloadable application (e.g., Spotify or Apple Music).\(^\text{22}\) In response, the associated digital music streaming service locates the requested audio file on its servers and prepares the song for transmission by using codec programs to compress the audio file.\(^\text{23}\)

Because the codecs for audio files are lossy—as opposed to lossless—there is an inverse relationship between transmission speed and audio quality.\(^\text{24}\) To achieve the “real-time” effect many subscribers desire (i.e., nearly instantaneous streaming),\(^\text{25}\) the streaming service typically diminishes sound quality below that of vinyl or CDs. Though the difference in quality only may be detectable by astute listeners, digital music streaming services have yet to


\(^{21}\) Id.


\(^{24}\) Id. (explaining that lossless codec programs perfectly reproduce the compressed files upon decompression; however, lossy codec programs do not, and therefore typically result in lower audio quality. For lossy codec programs, as transmission speed increases, audio quality decreases).

efficiently solve this dilemma,\textsuperscript{26} which may have important economic implications for these companies.\textsuperscript{27}

After the initial compression, the digital streaming service software partitions the compressed audio file into smaller pieces of data called “packets”\textsuperscript{28} using real-time protocols (RTPs), a set of instructions for how programs manage receipt of real-time transmissions.\textsuperscript{29} Through RTPs, the server transmits a constant, steady stream of data to the subscriber’s player, allowing consumers to stream “real-time” by ensuring the requested audio file arrives at the consumer’s player quickly and in the right order.\textsuperscript{30}

The player on the subscriber’s hard drive receives and buffers\textsuperscript{31} the stream of packets before decompressing and decoding the audio file.\textsuperscript{32} As long as the stream of data from the digital music server remains steady, the audio file is displayed to the subscriber as a cogent, seamless piece of music. The data from the transmission is discarded from the player after the subscriber listens to the audio file.\textsuperscript{33}

C. Case Study: Spotify’s Attributes and Ingenuity as a Streaming Service

Given the massive contemporary demand for digital streaming services, top companies like Spotify and Apple Music compete for subscribers. This requires each service to strike a delicate and calculated balance between efficiency, speed, and quality of the provided audio file streams. Spotify has


\textsuperscript{29}Wilson, \textit{supra} note 22.

\textsuperscript{30}Harris, \textit{supra} note 20.

\textsuperscript{31}See generally Chris Chafe et al., \textit{A Simplified Approach to High Quality Music and Sound Over IP}, in PROCEEDINGS OF THE COST G-6 CONFERENCE ON DIGITAL AUDIO EFFECTS (Davide Rocchesso & Mirko Signoretto eds., 2000), https://ccrma.stanford.edu/groups/soundwire/publications/papers/chafe_DAFX2000.pdf [https://perma.cc/7VNJ-XWB8] (discussing buffering, a process by which the received coagulated data is temporarily stored and transferred to another part of the computer).

\textsuperscript{32}Id.

\textsuperscript{33}Woodford, \textit{supra} note 28.
revolutionized this effort by supplanting the aforementioned audio streaming framework with innovative techniques and approaches. The following section highlights some of Spotify’s key features as a digital streaming service.

1. Trajectory of Spotify’s Technology

To start, Spotify streamlines operations by making use of data generated by a subscriber’s selected playlists and albums. In the final seconds of a song on a subscriber’s playlist or album, Spotify begins to stream the next queued song, eliminating latency periods between songs.34 This gives the subscriber the experience of listening to a seamless collection of songs without notable delay. However, if the subscriber chooses to select a different song than Spotify anticipates, the program proceeds through the steps discussed below to minimize stress on its servers.35

Spotify does not discard streamed audio files after a subscriber requests a new song.36 Instead, the desktop software stores the track in a temporary location called a “cache” on a subscriber’s hard drive.37 The rationale for this approach is that a subscriber who plays a song once is likely to play the song again. By temporarily storing the song, Spotify does not need to go directly to the servers for the audio file.38 The cache has a limited size, and when it fills, the software simply overwrites and deletes the oldest audio files.39

Before 2014, if a requested song was not stored in a subscriber’s cache, Spotify streamed the first fifteen seconds of an audio file directly from its then-limited number of servers.40 During that interim period, the requesting subscriber’s Spotify program accessed the user-unique peer-to-peer network formed with other Spotify subscribers.41 This network transmitted audio files between subscribers, uploading and downloading requested tracks from the

38 Id.
40 Irvine, supra note 34.
41 ERIKSSON ET. AL, supra note 36.
caches of other Spotify users.\textsuperscript{42} Though this process greatly decreased the burden on Spotify’s servers and improved the services for subscribers, it posed significant threats to cybersecurity. To alleviate such concerns and potential legal repercussions as the company grew, Spotify reportedly began to reduce its use of peer-to-peer networks and increasingly relied on its own servers.\textsuperscript{43}

2. Anti-Piracy Technology

Spotify also allows subscribers to download audio files and play them offline. In the past, with services like Napster, this posed substantial piracy concerns.\textsuperscript{44} However, Spotify appears to have successfully mitigated at least some of the traditional concerns with piracy through digital rights management (DRM) technologies. DRM functions as access-control software by limiting the uses of copyrighted or proprietary digital information.\textsuperscript{45} For Spotify, this entails cabining subscribers’ access to songs strictly through the downloaded Spotify application.\textsuperscript{46} This has the effect of precluding the removal of audio files from Spotify’s network or using these audio files without Spotify’s services.\textsuperscript{47} This and other Spotify mechanisms have largely alleviated the once-prevalent concerns of digital music piracy.\textsuperscript{48}

III. LEGAL ISSUES FOR DIGITAL STREAMING SERVICES

As with many emerging technologies, digital streaming services spawned novel developments and applications of the laws regulating the music industry. Such services have become the frequent targets of litigation efforts initiated by artists, music publishers, and record labels. The following section describes some potential legal dilemmas arising from an increasingly streaming-based music industry.

\textsuperscript{42} Gilmour, \textit{supra} note 39.
\textsuperscript{46} Irvine, \textit{supra} note 34.
\textsuperscript{47} Id.
A. General Concerns in Music Copyright Law

At the outset, songs in a digital streaming service’s library contain two legally salient components: a copyright in the underlying music composition and a copyright in the sound recording. Initially, authors of either component maintain an exclusive right to reproduce, distribute, and publicly perform the work. However, for reasons including efficiency and convenience, authors of music compositions and sound recordings do not typically keep, maintain, or enforce their own copyrights.

Instead, authors (i.e., songwriters) of music compositions assign all of their copyrights in a work to music publishers in exchange for an even split of royalty payments. Thereafter, music publishers administer and manage relevant licensing protocols on behalf of the songwriter. Likewise, many authors (i.e., performing artists) of sound recordings often assign all of their copyrights in the work to a record label in exchange for some payment. Record labels subsequently help produce, publicize and market the sound recording.

Hence, most streaming services must obtain various licenses from the relevant copyright owners—generally music publishers or record labels—to use and distribute the song and to publicly perform the work. Predictably, legal infractions arise from this scheme. Lawsuits implicating digital streaming services generally fall into two categories: (1) the failure to justly and fully compensate the sound recording copyright holder and (2) the unauthorized use of a musical work.

1. Issues with Royalty Distribution

Digital streaming services have received ongoing critique for royalty distribution practices, including failure to pay royalties owed for licensing. 

---

51 Schoomaker, supra note 49.
53 COHEN ET AL., COPYRIGHT IN A GLOBAL INFORMATION ECONOMY 415 (5th ed. 2020).
54 See Music Choice v. Copyright Royalty Bd., 774 F.3d 1000, 1004 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (providing a description of what constitutes a sound recording).
55 COHEN ET AL., supra note 53.
57 Id. § 106(4), (6).
58 See, e.g., Evan Minsker, Spotify’s $112.5 Million Class-Action Copyright Lawsuit Settlement Approved, PITCHFORK (May 23, 2018), https://pitchfork.com/news/spotifs-
and unjust enrichment.\(^{59}\) Recently, some contend the services like Spotify instituted a “payola” regime,\(^ {60}\) whereby artists could pay to increase their reach on the platform. Under this framework, artists provide digital streaming services, like Spotify, with a cut of their royalties in exchange for placement opportunity on popular playlists.\(^ {61}\) As is, Spotify has a complex scheme\(^ {62}\) for distributing the royalties for sound recordings to copyright owners.\(^ {63}\) This artist-contested approach comes on the heels of the Copyright Royalties Board’s increase in the royalty rate for sound recording copyrights.\(^ {64}\) Spotify and other digital streaming services unsuccessfully contested that decision, claiming the updated royalty rates were too high.\(^ {65}\) In reality, private third-party playlist curators have engaged in such conduct well before Spotify’s new program.\(^ {66}\) Whether such novel digital streaming service programming, perhaps in response to the Board’s decision to increase royalty rates, will subsist remains an open question. However, one reality is certain: the foregoing regulatory approach to royalties has made it increasingly difficult

2. Issues with Copyright Infringement


B. Impact of the MMA in Music Copyright Law
Upon passage of the MMA in 2018, Congress formally codified years of discussion on compulsory license reform.\textsuperscript{73} The MMA transformed the industry’s legal framework favorably for digital streaming services and cemented their newfound centrality in the music world. The MMA installed a specific blanket mechanical license for digital streaming services’ use of musical compositions.\textsuperscript{74} This new license, set to fundamentally change the distribution of a major revenue stream in the music industry, is to be administered by the MLC. Recognizing the dire need for an amendment to the current legal framework provided by the Copyright Act, the installation of the MLC sparked optimism in key industry players and digital streaming services.\textsuperscript{75} However, others believed the MLC was just another sign of diluted legal protections for songwriters and music publishers.\textsuperscript{76}

To be sure, digital streaming services are arguably the primary beneficiaries of the MLC. From an efficiency standpoint, licensing operations for digital streaming services were decentralized before the MMA; the previous system required services to obtain mechanical licenses for the use of a composition on a per-work, song-by-song regimen.\textsuperscript{77} Under the MLC, the centralized system provides blanket statutory licenses for certain uses, including most activities in which a digital streaming service would engage.\textsuperscript{78} In addition to streamlining licensing practices, the impending threat of liability for past copyright infringement, like that alleged above in either Wixen or Eight Mile Style, is seemingly annulled under the MMA.\textsuperscript{79} So, even though


\textsuperscript{75} See, e.g., U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, COPYRIGHT AND THE MUSIC MARKETPLACE 112 (2015) (describing comments from the Digital Media Alliance and Spotify, professing ardent support for a blanket mechanical license).


\textsuperscript{78} See CIRCULAR 73B, supra note 74.

digital streaming services fund the MLC, they remain—in an appreciable sense—the “winners” under the new regime. Ultimately, though, the novelty of the MLC makes it difficult to predict how this other industry of actors, including artists and music publishers, will be impacted.

IV. CONCLUSION

As of 2021, digital streaming services are of paramount importance in music sharing and consumption across the globe. The innovations underlying digital streaming services like Spotify and Apple Music are revolutionary feats of technological innovation in the music industry. Though such services are implicated in a handful of licensing and royalty disputes, updates to federal statutory law aimed at obtaining more fair and equitable standards are set to take effect—whether they achieve those goals is subject to some speculation. Nonetheless, music streaming platforms will, for the foreseeable future, continue to develop novel technologies and further transform the consumption of music.
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